


archetypes
sculptural group
brass, bronze, 5.5 x 7 x 7m AD 2018
sculptor liviu mocan
project director jonathan tame
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the archetypes exhibition explores five universal themes found in almost every culture 
and society: revelation, sacrifice, transcendence, belief and destiny. liviu mocan interprets 
them using 21st century technology, whilst drawing inspiration from the 16th-century 
reformation. this movement for spiritual and cultural reform had a lasting impact on 
european society, and the archetypes were commissioned to mark its 500th anniversary in 2017.
cambridge was the cradle of the english reformation, and is now home to one of the 
world’s foremost universities – a global centre for learning, discovery and innovation. the 
exhibition invites visitors into a multi-faceted conversation between history, faith, art and 
technology. 

jonathan tame
project director

the ideas expressed through archetypes are foundational to the human condition, as they 
are inscribed deep in the moral conscience of every person.  i have sought to draw out 
these profound ideas in our present-day context, for the benefit of my own soul as well 
as for my contemporaries, using modern forms and state-of-the-art technologies. these 
include three-dimensional design software and 3d printing, metal cutting using lasers and 
water jets, specialised welding and cnc engraving.

i had the privilege of being assisted at every stage by some of the top specialists in each 
field. i found it fascinating that this initiative stretched the professional capabilities of 
each one of us to the limit, because the project proved to be beyond the existing capacity 
of any one of us.

we worked with joy and great intensity for a year and a half to make the archetypes, and 
now we have reached the end, something of their blessed light has remained on us. 

liviu mocan 
sculptor

archetypes
an illustrated history of the creation of the sculptural 

group, with commentary and responses
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the book that reads you
(dedicated to johannes gutenberg)
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the book that reads you
(dedicated to johannes gutenberg)

brass, 1.2 x 0.6 x 0.3m, AD 2017

the book is alive: it looks into our hearts
charles kelley, painter
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the lamb of God
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the lamb of God
brass, 2.45 x 0.65 x 0.27m, AD 2017

on closer examination the viewer finds a dagger, hidden in the breast of the lamb
nigel halliday, art critic
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the ladder of the world
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studies (wood)

studies (copper)
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3d printing and brass casting

assembling
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the ladder of the world
brass, 3 x 2.39 x 1.26m, AD 2017

jacob’s ladder brings together heaven and earth.
christmas brings heaven to earth.
liviu’s ladder brings earth to heaven.

philip yancey, writer
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anchor cast up to heaven 
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anchor,
3d printing

anchor, bronze casting
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assembling
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anchor cast up to heaven 
brass, bronze, 4.6 x 1.8 x 0.7 m, AD 2018

yesterday i have seen a detail of ”anchor cast up to heaven”
in the trunk of a very old olive.
there is something strange with this work by liviu mocan,
that you see them even when you are not looking for them.

horia țigănuș, fine artist
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trumpet in the universe
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half-size study
iron, 2.5m high64 65



scaffold for assembling the full-size trumpet
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mouthpiece
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1. it is the glory of God to conceal a matter; to search out a matter is the glory of kings. this verse from the 
book of proverbs chapter 25 verse 2, was written around 3,000 years ago, and provides an ideal backdrop 
for the concept of soli deo gloria in this sculpture. it hints at the wonder of discovering how the universe 
actually works and developing its potential through both arts and sciences.

2. biology: the structure of dna was discovered by francis crick and james watson in cambridge. however, 
they could not have done that without the pioneering work of two women: rosalind franklin and dorothy 
hodgkin. hodgkin developed x-ray crystallography (later used by franklin to analyse dna molecules) while 
doing her phd in cambridge. she discovered the structures of penicillin and vitamin b12, for which she won 
the nobel prize for chemistry in 1964. 

3. novum instrumentum omne diligenter ab erasmo roterodamo recognitum & emendatum. biblical 
studies: this is the first line of erasmus’ edition of the new testament, which put the greek text and latin 
translation side by side for the first time, along with extensive notes. he began this while professor of divinity 
at the university of cambridge, then went on to basel to finish the work, publishing it in 1516.  erasmus’ new 
testament was used by luther, tyndale and others to translate the bible into vernacular languages. 

the 12 inscriptions around the base of the trumpet

4.  music: this melody is the first phrase of ‘the heavens are telling the glory of God’ from haydn’s creation 
– one of his best known choral works. the words are taken from psalm 19:1, which forms part of the 
inspiration for the trumpet in the universe sculpture.  haydn visited cambridge in 1791, seven years before 
he wrote the creation oratorio.

5. earth to earth, ashes to ashes, dust to dust.  theology: thomas cranmer was a fellow at Jesus college, 
cambridge and went on to become archbishop of canterbury and a leading figure in the english reformation. 
he wrote the first edition of the book of common prayer in 1549 which became the main source of liturgy 
used in the anglican church up to the 20th century.  it was a major influence on the english language, such 
as this famous phrase from the funeral service.

6. if we assume we’ve arrived, we stop searching, we stop developing. astronomy: jocelyn bell burnell 
played a key role in the discovery of pulsars while studying for her phd in cambridge in the 1960s, and her 
supervisor went on to receive a nobel prize for their work. she has become one of the most distinguished 
women scientists in uk and has stated that her quaker beliefs and scientific research work well together.

7. N2 + 3H2 -> 2NH3  chemistry: fritz haber developed a process for making ammonia in 1909, which enabled 
the large-scale manufacture of fertiliser. this in turn permitted agricultural productivity to rise rapidly and 
support a growing world population. in 1933 fritz haber spent a few months in cambridge in the last year 
of his life; he was a controversial figure, however, for as well as making industrial fertiliser possible, he had 
also been a pioneer of chemical warfare for the german military during the first world war.

8. come forth into the light of things, let nature be your teacher.  literature: william wordsworth was one 
of the greatest english romantic poets, who studied at cambridge university from 1787-91.  wordsworth 
was committed to the anglican church and wrote that, ‘poetry is most just to its own divine origin when 
it administers the comforts and breathes the spirit of religion.’  the inscription is taken from his poem the 
tables turned.

9. the task of the modern educator is not to cut down jungles but to irrigate deserts. education:  author, 
academic and broadcaster c.s. lewis spent the last nine years of his life as professor of medieval and 
renaissance literature in cambridge, before his death in 1963.  he is widely known as a christian apologist 
and for his works of fiction, especially the chronicles of narnia and the space trilogy. some think his most 
important book is the abolition of man, from which this quote is taken.

10. f=ma mechanics: isaac newton was a mathematician, astronomer, theologian and physicist, one of the 
most influential scientists of all time. he was professor of mathematics at cambridge university, and his 
three laws of motion laid the foundation for mechanics. in his 1687 book principia, newton combined these 
laws of motion with his law of universal gravitation (allegedly discovered while he observed apples falling 
from a tree), to explain kepler’s laws of planetary motion.  the inscription is newton’s second law of motion.

11. liberty is a natural, and government an adventitious right, because all men were originally free.  
politics: thomas clarkson won an essay prize while a student at st john’s college, cambridge in 1785, which 
changed his life as he began to campaign tirelessly for the abolition of the slave trade.  he recruited william 
wilberforce to his cause, which was taken up by the clapham group in london.  his christian faith was one of 
the main motivations for clarkson’s tireless work, and the inscription is from his prize-winning essay.

12. physics: james clerk maxwell was a scottish scientist and deeply committed christian, who founded the 
cavendish laboratory in cambridge in 1874.  his most notable achievement was to formulate the classical 
theory of electromagnetic radiation. his four equations for electromagnetism in the inscription have been 
called the ‘second great unification in physics’ after the first one realised by isaac newton. when einstein 
was once asked if he stood on the shoulders of newton he replied, ‘no, on the shoulders of maxwell.’  
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trumpet in the universe
brass, 5.4 x 1.2 x 1.2m, AD 2018

a connection between two worlds through a musical instrument
lenart raul-david, musician  
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a tombstone: the sixth archetype

liviu mocan’s archetypes exhibition at great st mary’s church, cambridge, of five universal 
themes is set in a space just outside the south door.  the five sculptures stand in a circle 
created by an enormous iron hoop, filled with grey stone chippings.  the circle is the 
archetypal endless shape: without beginning or end, a sense of unity and infinity.  in 
this created sacred space, is a different kind of sacred space, a graveyard.  a gravestone, 
seemingly inconveniently, ruptures this symmetry.  

the only way to site the base was to cut the iron band; to destroy the infinity of the circle 
in order to accommodate a family grave.  it was feared this might spoil the perfection of 
the circle though nature rarely, if ever, embraces symmetry; rather asymmetry.  

the stone grave has two slanting faces, on which is engraved a sad family story.  on one 
face we see that the grave is for the much-loved daughter of john and eleanor smith. her 
name is eleanor.  she died aged three in 1838.  one can only begin to imagine the grief at 
this premature loss, not uncommon in the nineteenth century.  breaking into the perfect 
circle is a story of loss and human tragedy.  

then on the other face of the grave we read that there also is buried john smith, husband to 
eleanor and father to eleanor.  he died in 1840, aged forty years, two years after the death 
of his daughter.  and what of wife and mother eleanor?  nothing: there is no mention.  we 
are left not knowing her story.  probably younger than her husband, she may have moved 
away, married again, had more children, died and been buried elsewhere or maybe the 
double loss was too much and she withdrew from the world.  we cannot know from this 
little monument.  

from this simple narrative come many possible stories, so many emotions.  a double 
tragedy of loss beginning one hundred and eighty years ago now thrust centre stage 
in this exhibition.  suddenly in this soaring exhibition in the present, representing five 
timeless universal themes is inserted, unplanned, a narrative reflecting two tragic years 
in a family’s life.  a story told in stone, rooted in the earth, while liviu mocan’s sculptures 
reach up into the heavens.

hugh jenkins
psychotherapist
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the foundation
rusted iron circle – 7m in diameter, AD 2018
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the creative team
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jonathan tame: planning, finances, official approvals liviu mocan: sculptor

adi cornel: cnc turning

daniel pop: bronze casting

paul-anghel mocan: 3d printing

flaviu palade, dănuț mureșan: laser cutting

bogdan goția: 3d drawings

marius vancea: water cutting

valer bulat: sanding

tiberiu horobeț: structural engineering

radu pop: assembling

rodica mocan: advisor



danilo tame: polishing

călin pop: mecanics

paul cordoș: wire drawing

 petrișor țârlea: iron casting

cosmin partoc: welding

ioan bălan, radu feldiorean: counseling miti codre, mihalik zoltan: welding

credo tv: documentary laura laurențiu: marketing

cornel buda and the transisud welding team

gabriel aschilean: mounting



unirii square exhibition
cluj-napoca, romania

metal and grass foundation installation
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unveiling, cluj-napoca
1st july, AD 2018

horia țigănuș and liviu mocan

- you can’t fool me by using the crane for installing  
   the ‘archetypes’!   i know very well that the crane 
   was not needed!
- how is that?
- because these sculptures descended from heaven
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a great artistic event

‘archetypes’ is a monumental structural complex exhibited in the unirii square in cluj-
napoca, created by liviu mocan for cambridge, england. the originality of his creation is an 
essential one, the great themes of his work generate cycles of works, each one valuable in 
itself, and it joins a global configuration of great beauty and spiritual depth. the spiritual 
fingerprint, the artistic quality of each masterpiece becomes part of a network that 
reverberates to the great questions of life, to the artistic challenges of our times, always 
offering anew and inspired through his creation.

he exhibits in prestigious museums in romania and abroad; his artistic work is unanimously 
recognized for its value, and the artist is invited to great art events – such as ‘sacred 
art’ in wheaton, usa and ‘corpus’ in budapest, hungary.  his vital, strong, generous work, 
profoundly spiritualized is much appreciated, which led to liviu mocan being invited to 
create a monumental sculpture composed of five elements for the jubilee centre. liviu 
mocan highlights in his images postmodern inflexions, the power of imagination, the 
direction of fight, but also hope in the eternal christian values: the book that reads you 
(revelation), anchor cast up to heaven (belief), the lamb of God (sacrifice), the ladder of 
the world (transcendence) and trumpet in the universe (destiny).

parabolic emblems, of great artistic nobleness, they appear as projections of his own 
struggle with the world of technology which he accepts and spiritualizes. these emblems 
– living essences reverberating with each other, call or reject each other in a unique 
totality that brings together technologies that belong to our century under an ardent and 
artistic spirituality. the work of liviu mocan is without a doubt a valuable contribution to 
the development of sculpture.

professor alexandra rus
art historian

we are a group of pals who live in cluj, we recently discovered your works in unirii square, 
which touched us a lot due to the meaning they have for humanity. my name is martha 
and i would like to share what i was given through your works. when i walked by your 
works i was drawn to them and i experienced a meeting with something that speaks to 
my whole being, and at the same time i was filled with joy. when i first walked by your 
works i did not have time to stop by, but i returned to discover these sculptures which 
were speaking to me so much. without any explanation, together with my friend maria 
we started receiving what your sculpture was doing in us. we stayed for a long time in the 
contemplation of these works, we rejoiced together in their essence, which was making 
me discover my own essence. i was sorry i couldn’t attend the presentation you had on 
july 1st. that is why i write to you, firstly to thank you for allowing the essential to reach 
us, and secondly, if possible we would like to meet with you.  

martha mamani
visitor

the sculptor liviu mocan: confession for cluj-napoca

in these days, in the unirii square of our city, in the vicinity of its shot pillars – candles 
with the flame down, like peter in crucifixion – liviu mocan blessed the central place of 
the city with five reference works, reunited under the generic ‘archetypes’. the summer 
in cluj begins to smell like hot brass, which is nothing but the embroidered silk of gold in 
the perfume of the corn silk.

sacrifice: the lamb of God is a metaphorical representation of Jesus Christ, the central 
theme being that of contemplation through God’s all-encompassing eye.

transcendence: the ladder of the world proposes a meditation on the ascension by 
sacrifice, the work being an admirable representation of the cross, a true axis mundi of 
the liberation of the flight in illo tempore, but also of the flowering, of the birth, as the 
cross represents the tree of life, and Jesus, the shining fruit of it. 

on the other side of the natural salon is revelation: the book that reads you and belief: 
anchor cast up to heaven. the first part seems to be a double window to heaven, inscribed 
with the signs of the mystery, in letters that seem fluid like time, and which, viewed from 
the side, reveals, like transcendence, flight as a miracle, like the resurrection. contemplated 
for a long time, the work is the metaphor of deciphering the book of books. anchor cast up 
to heaven states for the preparatory advent and our salvation beyond the hollow space. 
the anchor is launched into the celestial endless place of patience and expectation that 
we will define some day as our forever home.

the central work, destiny: trumpet in the universe, and the most musical of all, of course, 
is the metaphor of the sound that reaches God as the very embodiment of the primordial 
word.

the works have a therapeutic effect on the people of cluj, as has the blessing through the 
eucharist. people stop, watch, some of them contemplate, entering a space of silence and 
retreat, coming out purified. archetypes is the confession of liviu mocan for cluj, his way 
of making us active participants in it.

dumitru cerna
poet

liviu mocan is doing something unique among artists i know: expressing theology directly 
yet not literalistically in his art

philip yancey 
author and speaker
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great st mary’s exhibition
cambridge, uk

rusted iron and green granite foundation installation
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the heat of the sun that beat down on cambridge that day in july has 
cooled, and the names of the visitors viewing the exhibition continue 
to change. but the truths represented by the magnificent brass forms 
gracing great st mary’s lawn will forever remain the same

unveiling, cambridge
23rd july, AD 2018

 charles kelley, painter
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the book that reads you (revelation)
the 49 open leaves of the sculpture are identical – but the lines on 
the pages have no text. instead of words and letters, they are made of 
shapes like eyes.  

books can be a means of revelation and transform people’s lives, but 
sometimes they are considered dangerous.  in 1520, cardinal wolsey 
banned martin luther’s writings, and ordered them to be burned 
outside great st mary’s church – where the sculpture stands now. the 
book that reads you is mocan’s tribute to the bible, and its authority 
was a key part of the reformation – which is the origin of the phrase 
sola scriptura.

so many books have been published on every subject under the sun; 
but the bible is uniquely the book that reads you – because it is not 
only the words of human authors – it is the word of God, which helps 
us understand who we are, as well as revealing who God is.

the lamb of God (sacrifice)
the sculpture is made entirely of shapes like eyes, with a mask-like 
head set on the majestic body of a ram. a closer inspection reveals a 
great nail buried deep in its breast.  

a sacrifice means surrendering something good in the present for 
something better in the future.  ‘the lamb of God’ is the title given 
to Jesus Christ in st john’s gospel, which includes the famous line, 
‘greater love has no man than this: to lay down his life for his friends.’  
the reformation emphasised that the willing sacrifice of Christ for the 
world was a gift of grace – sola gratia. 

the lamb of God being made of eyes is so profound – it means nothing 
is hidden from its gaze: the lamb sees everything dark and shameful in 
our lives, our sins and failings, our doubts and fears, and its sacrifice is 
all-sufficient for God to forgive them all and wipe the slate clean.

the ladder of the world (transcendence)
the figure is made of 49 layers of brass, held together by 365 rods, and 
the outstretched arms sweep back to form a wing or cape.  looked at 
from one angle, the object is solid; from another, you can see right 
through it. in the ladder of the world, mocan seeks to fuse material 
and spiritual reality together in the form of a person. 

the reformers taught that the person of Christ was the unique way to 
be saved from the power and consequences of sin – solus Christus. his 
death and resurrection made transcendence possible – overcoming 
brokenness to restore harmony with God and neighbour.

when Jesus Christ died on the cross, his body was suspended vertically 
between heaven and earth. thus he became the ladder of the world, for 
through his incarnation, crucifixion and resurrection, a way is opened 
for us to reach heaven once more.

anchor cast up to heaven (belief)
the gravity-defying anchor has been thrown upwards from something 
that resembles a boat, which is in danger of sinking.  our beliefs are 
tested when things go wrong, and storms threaten to sink the boat of 
our lives. anchor cast up to heaven reflects the counter-intuitive nature 
of putting one’s faith at such times in the promises of an unseen God.

five hundred years ago the reformers argued that the heart of the 
christian message had become obscured by the formal practices of the 
church, so they called people back to the centrality of faith – sola fide. 
our lives are like boats out on the sea; when the weather is fine, we are 
steady and secure, but when storms come – a loss of health, relationship 
or finance – do we throw our anchor down to the things we trust, even 
though they are sometimes unreliable, or do we cast it up to heaven in 
prayer?

trumpet in the universe (destiny)
fifteen brass rods shoot up from the base of the trumpet, connecting 
solid balls which represent atoms and molecules and layered spheres 
which are planets and stars. mocan adapts a refrain from the reformation 
– soli deo gloria – to suggest that everything from celestial spheres 
down to sub-atomic particles resounds with the creator’s glory. 

but there is another side to the trumpet: around the mouthpiece are 
12 inscriptions by scientists who discover the workings of the universe, 
or writers and musicians who enrich human culture.  they all had some 
connection with cambridge, and most of them had a deep christian 
faith also.  

a verse in proverbs says, ‘it is the glory of God to conceal a matter, to 
search out a matter is the glory of kings.’ there is something magnificent 
about contributing to human knowledge and culture – it’s what we are 
made for, and the sculpture suggests that our individual destiny can be 
glorious.

jonathan tame
project director
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the story behind the exhibition

two years ago i was planning the jubilee centre’s initiative to capture the creative legacy 
of the reformation through research and other events. we wanted to understand how 
this movement for religious and social change made positive contributions to human 
flourishing, and help inspire a new generation of social reformers around the 500th 
anniversary of luther’s 95 theses in 2017.

at this point my old friend the romanian sculptor liviu mocan contacted me with the idea 
to create five sculptures inspired by each of the ‘solas’ which summed up the radical 
thinking and new theology at the heart of the reformation.  the five latin phrases were: 
sola scriptura (or scripture alone), sola gratia (by grace alone), solus christus (Christ alone), 
sola fide (by faith alone) and soli deo gloria (to the glory of God alone).

we agreed that i would start to raise the funding needed and look for a place to exhibit 
the sculptures in cambridge, while liviu began developing the concept for each artwork.  
one of our jubilee centre trustees, ralph lee, contacted john binns who was vicar of great 
st mary’s at the time, and he invited us to put on the exhibition in the churchyard. this 
turned out to be an ideal venue, given the location and history of the church, especially 
its association with the english reformation.

as liviu worked on studies for the sculptures, he realised that the theology represented 
by the five solas was much older than the 16th century – it goes right back to the new 
testament.  he therefore wanted the sculptures to resonate not only with people from 
reformed and protestant traditions, but also with believers from other christian streams, 
such as the orthodox and catholic churches.

thus each sculpture was given a new title: sola scriptura became the book that reads you; 
sola gratia was the lamb of God; solus Christus became the ladder of the world; sola fide 
was anchor cast up to heaven; and soli deo gloria became trumpet in the universe.

for different reasons we were not able to complete the sculptures and open the exhibition 
in time for the reformation anniversary in 2017.  as we worked towards a revised opening 
date in 2018, it dawned on us that the concepts addressed by these sculptures are not 
limited to the christian world either – they speak into some deep themes found in almost 
every culture and society, which is why we chose to call the exhibition ‘archetypes’.

so the book that reads you is about revelation; the lamb of God is about sacrifice; the 
ladder of the world is about transcendence; anchor cast up to heaven is about belief; and 
trumpet in the universe is about destiny. put another way, visitors can approach these 
sculptures from three directions:

• historically, for the way they illustrate the theology of the 16th-century reformers such 
as bucer, latimer and cranmer who were associated with cambridge and this very church.

• personally, through the titles which liviu has given them, which can aid our reflection 
or strengthen our faith.

• culturally, by considering the light which these sculptures cast on the five themes or 
archetypes in society and culture.

why cambridge?

cambridge has long been a focal point for radical and disruptive ideas, and for launching 
movements that changed society. many were religious in nature – such as when the dutch 
scholar erasmus revised the new testament while in cambridge and published it in 1516, 
paving the way for the reformation.

his work influenced the german monk martin luther, whose radical writings were smuggled 
into england via cambridge in 1520.  these were outlawed and his books burned outside 
great st mary’s – near to where the archetypes sculptures stand today.  

cambridge played a key role in the subsequent english reformation, which helped spur 
the development of the english language and literacy, advances in early modern science, 
and the importance of acting according to conscience.  

the exhibition creates an intriguing intersection between history, faith and contemporary 
art in the city.  it provides a unique opportunity to explore how the roots of many things 
which make cambridge so significant today – its university, architecture, musical tradition, 
political thinking, scientific discovery and innovation – were nourished by the radical new 
ideas of the reformation.

more than that, by placing the spiritual discoveries of the reformation – the five solas – in 
the context of universal archetypes, the sculptor invites visitors to consider how those 
timeless ideas can address our own 21st-century culture and society.

jonathan tame
project director

for most of the life of the church, many of its members have been illiterate, so images 
became very important in leading people to worship God. in the 8th century john of 
damascus wrote a great defence of icons, affirming that although images can be improperly 
worshipped, they play a key part in christian worship. images have the ability to make a 
connection with the divine, because unlike pagan images they are not worshipped, but 
point us to him whom we should worship. 

john said, ‘if a pagan asks you to show him your faith, take him into church and place him 
before icons.’ he added that since now in Christ, ‘God is seen in the flesh conversing with 
men, i make an image of the God whom i see. i do not worship matter, i worship the God 
of matter, who became matter for my sake and deigned to inhabit matter, who worked 
out my salvation through matter. i will not cease from honouring that matter which works 
for my salvation. i venerate it, though not as God.’ 

so we believe that God is present in the material world, and that the material world can 
point us to God. hence these sculptures, inspired by the revelation of God, can do the 
same.

ralph lee
faculty of divinity, university of cambridge
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the treasure of visual art includes its capacity to change spaces by adding something 
unfamiliar to the familiar. that’s just what liviu mocan’s wonderful works are doing in 
the heart of cambridge. we can certainly enjoy the skill that went into their design and 
creation; ideas made solid before our eyes. but even more, we can let ourselves get drawn 
into the host of conversations they ferment. 

here is art that plays alongside an ancient building, casting fresh shadows, drawing out 
deeper connections with the old stories the surrounding stones can tell so that the stories 
live afresh. these works invite us to consider in new ways powerful themes at the heart of 
being human: what makes us safe; what’s our purpose; where are we going; what guides 
us? they don’t force answers upon us. for me the gift of art is precisely its openness; the 
opportunity each of us has to see and feel our own responses. mocan’s gift is in adding 
to the conversation in ways that leave us to fill in the gaps. he isn’t just giving us art, he’s 
starting a conversation.

neil thorogood
artist and principal of westminster college, cambridge 

 

these sculptures not only go to the heart of the reformation, they also provoke further 
thought about each theme. to combine visual power and theological richness is an 
extraordinary achievement.

david f. ford
regius professor of divinity emeritus, university of cambridge 

i have just seen your archetypes exhibition in cambridge on the way to work. i can’t tell 
you how much it lifted my spirits. so glad that people like you are still making art that is 
actually enjoyable to look at.  beautiful work.  thank you.

michele wilkinson
visitor 

my hope is that as people pass by these sculptures, they will have the effect on them 
that they did on me – of stopping them in their tracks, of taking, in a transient world, a 
moment of deepening of time, a moment of encounter. that sense of stopping, stilling, 
encountering is something i think that we all need.

david thomson
bishop of huntingdon

viewing the archetypes exhibition was a profoundly moving experience.  here was 
something that wonderfully integrated the old with the new.  contemporary sculpture 
solidly representing the five core truths of the 16th century reformation, set in the grounds 
of great st mary’s, cambridge – the centre and hub of where the english reformation 
occurred.  the significance of it all left me speechless.

andrew fellows
director of christian heritage, cambridge 

liviu mocan’s superbly crafted sculptures draw the observer into an intriguing confluence 
of history, theology and politics that has shaped the europe of today. drawing on central 
affirmations – or ‘solas’ – of the reformation, the sculptures serve as site-specific reminders 
of the dramatic happenings in cambridge at the time, including the burnings of martin 
luther’s writings right next to great st mary’s church. yet, of more than mere historical 
value, the sculptures’ mesmerising and allusive qualities invite visitors from home and far 
away to ponder the enduring relevance and meaning of great archetypal human themes 
that still resonate today.

adrienne dengerink chaplin
department of theology and religious studies,

king’s college, london 

 
the reformation has very special significance in cambridge, where these works of visual art 
have their unveiling. martin bucer was buried here (before his remains were disinterred 
and burned on the orders of queen mary). a plaque in the church marks the site of his 
original burial place.

and the reformation was itself a sort of unveiling – an ‘apocalypse’ in the church’s history. it 
was an attempt to strip away all that veiled the fundamental orientation points of christian 
faith and show the things without which it was nothing. the ‘solas’ – the sine qua non’s of 
the faith – were to emerge with a new clarity, crystallised for all to reconnect with afresh.
though the reformation churches had an ambiguous and uncertain relationship with 
visual art, their interest in restoring good ‘sight lines’ to faith (and thus unveiling its core 
principles) was actually – as the very word unveiling suggests – deeply interconnected with 
metaphors drawn from visual experience. this is part of why this powerful new installation, 
which commemorates the reformation’s theological priorities, makes so much sense as a 
visual experience. the works are a series of pinnacles that proclaim what most truthfully 
directs us to God.

ben quash
professor of christianity and the arts,

king’s college, london
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archetypes – an introduction 

archetypes is a beautiful project bringing to the heart of cambridge the key truths of 
the reformation celebrated and reimagined in a group of five artworks. the works are 
all broadly ‘conceptual’, in that they evoke ideas, rather than simply illustrate events or 
objects. but unlike so many conceptual works, which lack visual interest and are exhausted 
as soon as you have got the idea, these are also beautiful, intriguing objects, which repay 
repeated contemplation, and provoke meditation.

they are unified by colour, as they are all made from brass, except one in bronze. they are 
also linked in size, arranged in an ascending spiral from the book that reads you to the 
central work, the gloriously uplifting trumpet in the universe. 

it is hard in a work of art to convey the spiritual existing within the material, without 
straying on the one hand into a platonist separation, and on the other hand into kitsch. 
but mocan’s works have a wonderfully heavy sense of reality in their materials, while 
using space to give them a sense of weightlessness that points towards the spiritual.

the five themes:
the theme of ‘revelation’ is taken up in the book that reads you, a vertical pile of 49 
open pages. the number 49 being the square – or perfect form – of 7, the number that 
symbolizes completeness or perfection, this points us to the completeness of the bible. 
but the pages are inscribed not with words but with eyes. this is a book that can not only 
reveal God, but reveal our own hearts.

the lamb of God is perhaps the most directly figurative work in the collection, cast in the 
shape of a ram. it is covered in gold circles, which could be more eyes, but look to me 
like gold coins. on closer examination the viewer finds a dagger in the breast of the lamb, 
hidden by the fact that its hilt is shaped like one of the coins. this is the ‘lamb that was 
slain’, now alive again, and with its fierce gaze and firmly planted hooves, it also evokes 
the ‘warrior lamb’ of the book of revelation.

the ladder of the world brings together a rich variety of references. the idea of the ladder 
to heaven comes from jacob’s dream of a stairway in genesis 28, on which he saw angels 
going up and down to heaven from where he lay. in the new testament Jesus then explicitly 
connects this image to himself, when he tells nathanael that he will see ‘heaven open, and 
the angels of God ascending and descending on the son of man’ (john 1:51). so mocan’s 
winged figure could be an angel, or the risen Christ, or the christian being raised up into 
the heavenly realms. or all three. it evokes the theme of transcendence from this world to 
the presence of God, for which most people hope in one form or another.

here, in a touch of conceptualism, it helps to know that it is made of 49 layers of brass, 
beautifully and richly shaped. they are held together with 365 vertical rods. contrasted 
against its solid feet, these spaced layers suggest weightlessness and ascension. seen from 
the front there is an intriguing slant to the planes, which gives the sense of climbing, and 
yet the figure itself is vertical and stable. viewed from the back one sees that its forward 
lean is counterbalanced by the huge wings.

anchor cast up to heaven is a captivating concept. here we have a literal image of a 
metaphor – that faith is an anchor. but most startling is that, from the remains of a small 
boat, this disproportionately vast, solid anchor points upwards, not downwards. you 
would feel pretty safe if it was stuck in the seabed. but it reminds us of the security of the 
christian hope, that is anchored in the very presence of God.

the fifth work is the appropriately vast trumpet in the universe. there is no literal trumpet 
here, but the shape of the work clearly evokes one pointing up to heaven, while the large 
circles round the top seem to represent more trumpets blasting out to the world around 
us. it is all upward movement, upward and outward, evoking the glorious richness and 
never-ending glory of the biblical understanding of God, in whom is all our hope.

and, as all creation sings the creator’s praise, the base of the work is inscribed with twelve 
texts relating to cambridge scientists, writers and thinkers. this is an acknowledgement 
of how their work explores and celebrates God’s creation, from the sub-atomic to the 
inter-galactic, and has led, through the arts and science, to human flourishing and the 
increasing richness of culture.

the five sculptures were planned to be displayed within a large, pre-cast metal circle, 
set in the ground. however, in an interesting twist, the circle proved slightly too large 
to fit comfortably into the courtyard. a grave stone was inconveniently in the way. in an 
inspired response to this constraint, the circle was cut so that the grave stone intrudes 
into the circle, reminding us that death is the silent, lurking problem which leads us to 
celebration of these five truths. It suggests that through Christ, sin is forgiven, death is 
conquered, and hope is secure with Christ in heaven. and the grave itself reminds us that 
this is for everyone: the name on it is john smith.

nigel halliday
art critic

there is a deep connection of dr tom wright’s theology with the international sculptor of cluj 
– liviu mocan’s art.  both wright and mocan have deeply explored the theological meaning 
and unique importance of resurrection.  i would venture that in 2000 years of christian 
art nobody has succeeded to create such significant images of the bodily resurrection of 
Jesus.  at this time liviu has achieved this with a depth of purpose, revelation and meaning 
that i believe has great significance in its beauty and truth.  dr wright is also unique in his 
profound declaration of Jesus – the victory of God, in his bodily resurrection from the 
grave after the cross. 

graham giles
president, europa pentru europa
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liviu mocan

liviu mocan was born into a farming family in 1955, in the romanian village of cara. when 
the communist regime confiscated their animals and lands, his parents, valer and ana, 
decided to invest in their three children’s education instead, so in 1961 they moved to 
the city of cluj-napoca. from a very early age, liviu began to express his artistic talent, 
on a journey that took him through the art primary school, the art high school and on to 
the academy of visual arts, sculpture department, in cluj-napoca, where he graduated 
in 1991. soon after, he took up a post as artist-in-residence at two different universities 
in north america. then he returned to romania in 1991, where he continued to study, 
create and teach sculpture. for his professional development, liviu undertook numerous 
study trips to the most important global centres of sculpture. he has now an international 
reputation. liviu has permanent public sculptures displayed on four continents. he lives in 
cluj-napoca with rodica, his wife, and their three children, where he continues to work as 
a studio artist. his old and deep friendship with jonathan tame is one of the most fruitful 
for his artistic calling.

 

 

jonathan tame

jonathan tame grew up in the south of england and trained as an agricultural economist 
before working with development projects in africa, the middle east, and eastern europe. 
this led to the conviction that long-term economic and social development is closely tied 
to cultural beliefs and institutional practices, which in turn are informed by worldviews. 
his desire to create places and contexts for people to understand and explore different 
worldviews led him to set up an arts café in romania, where he met liviu mocan. this was 
the start of a fruitful collaboration through which liviu created sculptures with deep biblical 
meanings, and jonathan arranged for them to be exhibited in prominent venues to mark 
important historical commemorations. the first of these was the invitation/decalogue 
installation in geneva in 2009, marking the 500 years since calvin’s birth. the second was 
vertical libraries in the round church in cambridge and now the archetypes exhibition in 
the same city, made for the 500th anniversary of the start of the reformation. jonathan 
is director of the jubilee centre, a christian social research organisation; he is married to 
helene, a community chaplain, and they have five children.
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jubilee centre is a social reform charity offering a christian perspective on political, 
social and economic issues, through research, training and events.
www.jubilee-centre.org

great st mary’s is the university church and has played a significant part in the 
history of the city and university of cambridge for over 800 years.
www.gsm.cam.ac.uk 

fundatia EL is a foundation for promoting arts, culture and christian values in 
romania and internationally.
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